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UK HOME SEARCH



Instant Cost

Savings

9 Cost Savings Initiatives that your Company Could 
Absolutely & Positively Use

Cost leadership is not only about
the fees anyone charges,
(although competitive fees are
vitally important). Rather a small
number of proactive steps can
make substantial differences.
 
This document is a short overview
of where every relocation can
save money reducing the overall
cost of a home search
considerably.

In brief, the highest levels of cost
reduction can be located by
ensuring the right action is
completed at the right time
producing the right outcome This
might be obvious, but not always
in place.
 
The following is an initial guide as
to where & how these can be
located. Interested in knowing
more? Just ask; this is just a taste! 



1 - Pre-Call &

Presentation to the

Assignee

Might be obvious, but a call alongside a full walk through guide on
the housing market in the new location will ensure that many issues
can be picked up and addressed well before the relocation. This
proven to save time in hotel or serviced accommodation and often
allows the home search to be completed in 1 or at most 2 days. 

Prior to 
the Home
Search 
starting

2 - Ideas Board

Ensuring that the assignee fully understands
 the housing sizes, styles & percentage that are furnished is

vital. The use of Ideas Boards of homes in areas and budgets
well before they relocate allows for the assignee to focus on

core issues early in the relocation reducing costs around short
term housing & more.  A strong Ideas Board isn't just a list of

possible houses but is a 'mock' home search. Sounds
secondary in importance? Quite the opposite... 

3 - Housing Market

Review of budgets

Major cities have multiple variations on monthly rentals amounts. If it
is known where they might want to move to, ensure you have
accurate, fully up to date rental budgets 'before' the relocation.
Obvious? Not really. The UK housing market is changing fast.
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4 - Home Search

Booked before

Departure

Might not always be possible, but where this can be confirmed, the
home search is completed sooner and the move is finalised swifter
reducing costs across the board. 

Home 
Search 
Started

5 - Contract Review

Regardless of Who

Located the Home

The UK has a clear best practice and rules for rental contracts with
numerous changes to the law in the past year or more. However,
many agents, even the really good ones can still issue a contract

that is incorrect or not reflecting the assignees wished. Ensure every
contract for every assignee is checked could save time & money. 

6 - How to Furnish a

New Home?

Even if a landlord furnished home is required, in many markets the
clear majority will be unfurnished. Rental furniture is a common
answer & is often excellent but can be expensive, Buying the
furniture is often much cheaper and can be just as simple to
complete. Reviewing early & before  shipping can save a fortune.
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7 - Utilities &

Broadband 

The UK is a highly competitive market for utilities, especially for
broadband, electricity and gas. Often the landlord would be more
than comfortable with a change of supplier as long as this has been
requested in advance. One small question could save thousands. 

8 - Report Problems

Instantly and in

Writing

During any rental term, there are bound to be aspects that take
place where the landlord would need to take action, or for them to
be aware of 'something' that would be addressed at the end of the

rental term. It's important that the tenant reports these in a timely
manner or the landlord will have an excuse to charge these back to
the tenant. Timing and putting it in writing makes all the difference. 

9 - Manage the

Departure 

A full 'check in' & 'Check Out' with report by an independent party
will save money at the end of the rental. This could be completed by
a relocation company or by another party, but this can't be
underlined as a way to reduce dilapidation and save loss on deposit. 
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During 
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ARCHITECTURE IS A

VISUAL ART, AND THE

BUILDINGS SPEAK FOR

THEMSELVES.
Julia Morgan

The UK is and will always be a wonderful place to live. The housing

has massive variables in style & size, but overall, the quality is to a

good standard plus depending on where the relocating is to, the

stock levels tend to be satisfactory or better.

 

However the housing market has many usual aspects to it and

regardless if we are relocating your assignees or not, it's important

to  ensure that every step has been taken to reduce costs without

effecting the assignee experience.

 

ABOUT US... 

Icon Relocation are the UK leaders in home search from Self

Managed through to VIP; are involved in the industry from Chairing

the ARP (Association of Relocation Professionals) to driving the

development of technology to enhance every service. To find out

more contact us via -

 

www.iconrelocation.com

+44(0)1892 600500


